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In Notre Dame de Pitie there were generally about 800 girls. Mildmay describes diem
as 'ranged together in two long apartments, working indeed at their needles, but covered
with the itch, a distemper so universally spread amongst them, that so sure as a child is
brought in, so surely it catches it. Whether this is owing to contagion or to lo^t* nourish-
ment and want of exercise, they have not yet found any means of eradicating it. ... A
circumstance which cannot be mentioned without pity or detestation.* {The Police of
France . . . , 1763, PP- 71-86 and 127-8.)
(65)	The grants ceased in 1771, their total from 1756 exceeded £>7e,ooo. Pugh, Life
ofHarway, 1787, p. 165. The number of children on the establishment ai the er.d of each
year (excluding children paid for by the parishes after 1767} was:
1752	559	1766	4,304	1780	532
I7T3	587	17^7	3,794	1781	577
 1754	6co	1768	2,638	1782	623
 1755	611	1769	1,141	1783	609

 1756	1,764	1770	595	1784	610
 1757	3>947	I77i	49*	1785	616
 1758	4,568	1772	429	1785	603
 1759	6,002	1773	410	1787	549
 1760	6,068	1774	385	1788	509
 1761	5,615	1775	377	1789	450
 1762	5,360	1776	425	1790	407
 1763	5,171	1777	44S	1791	3<S4
 1764	5,031	1778	4§2	1792	344
 1765	4,619	1779	497	1793	332
1794         318
Account of the Foundling Hospital, 1796 (by the Treasurer).
 (66)	The above account is taken from: An Account of the Hospital for the maintenance
and education of deserted young children^ 1749; J. Hanway, op. cit.; Some Objections to the
Foundling Hospital considered, 1761; Pugh,op.cit.;^cwM«/ of the Foundling Hospital, 1796
(by the Treasurer); T. Bernard, Account of the Foundling Hospital, 2nd ed. 17995 Report of
the Society for Bettering the Condition of the Poor, IV, Appendix: No. VI, pp. 53 &.; Report of
the Charity1 Commissioners, 32, VL p. 791 ff.; J. Brownlow, Chronicles of the Foundling
Hospital^ 1847 and History of the Foundling Hospital^ 1858.
 (67)	Fourth Report of the Society for JBettering the Condition of the Poor, Appendix VI,
P-53-
 (68)	Hanway, Letters on the Importance of the Rising Generation, 1768, ii, p. 136.
 (69)	Pugh, op. cit. pp. 191-2,
 (70)	Sketch of the State of the Children of the Poor.., St. James Westminster, 1792. c£ a
vestry minute of the parish of St. Margaret's Westminster, as early as 1750: 'Discovered
that out of 106 infants under twenty months old, 16 bad been discharged with their
parents and 83 had died, leaving only seven in the workhouse alive.* The report of a
committee attributed mis to the neglect and bad management of the nurses and advised
the discharge of the nurses who were 'most of them capable of providing for themselves*,
and the removal of the surviving children with such others as might be admitted to
country nurses, not to exceed 23. 6d. per week for children diat feed and 35. for suckii^
children, the parish to provide proper clothing, till the infants reached two years. The
vestry adopted the suggestions but gave the mothers the option of nursing their own
children at the above rates of pay. Annual Report, 1889, p. 103.

